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Production Notes 

This short plays is intended to be performed as part of a wider revue with other macabre, 

bizarre and entertaining horror and mystery plays. It can of course be staged alone as part of a 

school drama class or competition for example. There are five speaking characters and five to 

seven non-speaking characters.  

Characters 

Judge   Courtroom Judge (M/F) 

Accused  Non-speaking criminal (M/F) 

Physician  Protagonist, referred to as Mr. L (M/F) 

Subject   Non-speaking subject of hypnosis (M/F) 

Valdemar  Dying man (M) 

Doctor 1  Assistant to M. Valdemar (M/F) 

Doctor 2  Assistant to M. Valdemar (M/F) 

 

 

Scene 1 – Court room 

(The tabs open to reveal a court room with a Judge sitting in his dock, a 

position raised from the stage so he is above all of the other actors.  The 

dock is a small wooden cabinet which he sits behind with a ledge on which 

he can bang a gavel.  A man (the accused) stands before the judge. He is 

shabbily dressed and remains with his head bowed.) 

Judge:  Guilty! Take him away. 

(Two policemen enter and lead the man offstage) 

Judge:  We shall now hear the case of M. Valdemar.  Enter the accused. 

(Lights rise to reveal a Jury sitting stage left.  There are three to five 

people in the Jury depending on number of cast available. They will listen 

as the Physician gives an account to the court room.) 

Judge: (To jury) It is for you to decide whether this Physician is a fraud or if he is as 

he says he is.  Begin! 

(Lights down on stage.  Lights up, upstage to light the Physician who 

enters.) 

Physician:   Illusion! Illusion? ‘tis no illusion.  Have you ever wanted to glimpse beyond 

the veil? To see behind the fabric between our world and the next?  To see the 
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wonder of afterlife, to see what surrounds us that we cannot see with mortal 

eyes? 

 (Spotlight rises on Judge) 

Judge:  This is immaterial.  The facts are all we wish to hear.  The facts in the case of 

M. Valdemar. 

Physician:   The case has caused discussion M’laud, I merely wish to discover whether 

your curiosity would lead you to the same ends? 

Judge:  It would have been a miracle had it not caused discussion Mr. L – and the fact 

your ‘deeds’ have made their way into the public arena; into society is why we 

are here.   

Physician:  It was not my intention to keep this from public knowledge; I merely intended 

further investigation beforehand.  It is because I have been guarded about my 

deeds that garbled and exaggerated accounts have been passed on; there have 

been many unpleasant misrepresentations and a great deal of disbelief M’laud. 

Judge:  Then you have your chance to present the facts, Mr. L –.  Begin. 

(Tabs close with the Physician front of tabs.  A subject enters front of tabs 

and stands facing the Physician.  Both Physician and subject are lit by a 

spotlight.  The Physician begins hypnotising the subject.) 

Physician:  From the experiments of Franz Anton Mesmer we learned about animal 

magnetism, hypnosis, mesmerism.   

(Physician performs clichéd hypnotic trance inducing hand movements 

towards the subjects face.  The subject falls into a trance.) 

Physician:  To cause the subject to fall into a state neither wakeful nor sleeping.   

(The Physician snaps his fingers and the subject awakens.  The subject 

then exits looking confused) 

Physician:  (To audience) It was nine months ago; I supposed that Mesmer had missed 

one vital experiment.  No person had been mesmerised at the edge of death.  

In such a state, would the patient be susceptible? Would it be more or less 

effective on one so close to passing from this world to the next?  And, to what 

extent, rather, for how long a time, death may be arrested by it; such nature! 
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(Tabs open revealing the Jury once more.  The Judge remains in darkness 

downstage.  Valdemar enters and takes a seat on a chair which is standing 

centre stage.  He has a white beard and black hair.) 

Physician:  I needed a man on whom I could test my theory.  I chose my friend M. Ernest 

Valdemar, particularly noticeable for the sparseness of his person. He was a 

markedly nervous person which made him a perfect subject for mesmeric 

experiment.   Then once he said to me – 

Valdemar:  I have been diagnosed with Tuberculosis.  It shall not be long to my passing.  

You have helped so many times in the past, with my nervous attacks and 

anxieties; alas, I fear nothing will cure me of this. 

Physician:  He spoke to me many times, always calmly, of his approaching dissolution as 

a matter neither to be avoided nor regretted.  It was of course natural that I 

should think of using M. Valdemar in my experiment.   

Valdemar:  I would allow the experiment of course. I have no relatives here who would 

interfere and you can be sure I have no scruples. 

(Valdemar stands and paces the stage as the two men speak.) 

Physician:  We spoke frankly on the subject 

Valdemar:  I am vividly excited; though I have always offered myself to your 

experimentation, I have never truly offered my belief, fully, to what you do.  

My disease if of character that my exact release from life cannot be calculated.  

I shall send for you twenty four hours before my doctors predict my passing. 

(Valdemar shakes the Physician’s hand and exits.  Spotlight up on Judge.) 

Judge:  You have still to explain the nature of your case Physician 

(Light down on the Judge.  Tabs closed. All lights off.) 

Physician:  (Off stage, possibly over a PA system) It was seven months hence when I 

heard again from M. Valdemar.  His letter was such :  

Valdemar: (Off stage) ‘My Dear Mr. L – .  You may well see me now.  D – and F – are 

agreed that I cannot hold out beyond tomorrow midnight.  I believe the time to 

be quite accurate.  Yours, Valdemar.’ 
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(Tabs open.  Spotlight centre stage where a gurney/bed trolley stands.  M. 

Valdemar is lying upon the trolley. How this is done is up to the 

production team. Whether the actor playing Valdemar is on the trolley or 
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a dummy – in the climax to the scene, this will have to be exchanged for a 

skeleton or an actor in ‘Zombie’ makeup.  Most effectively, the trolley 

should be pointing feet first towards the audience.  The back of the trolley 

raised up slightly so the audience can see Valdemar’s face.  Two doctors 

in white coats are also in attendance, checking his pulse, reading charts 

etc. The Physician enters) 

Physician:  It had been ten days since I saw Valdemar and was appalled by the difference 

in him.  His face was leaden and his emaciation extreme with broken skin and 

cheeks protruding; his breathing heavy and his pulse barely perceptible.  

However, when I had entered his chamber, he had been pencilling memoranda 

in a pocket book and took medicines unaided. 

Physician: (To the doctors) An account of the patient condition? 

Doctor 1:  The left lung has become unusable; useless in fact. 

Doctor 2:  The right, partially ossified and almost unusable.  The tubercles running one 

into another. 

Doctor 1:  The passing will be quick; around midnight tonight. 

Physician:  It was then seven in the evening. 

(The doctors exit.  The spotlight centre stage could now dim whilst the 

Physician addresses the audience.  Half tabs could close to enable the 

doctors to re-enter unseen to replace Valdemar with the skeleton. The 

actor playing Valdemar should exit. The doctors stand either side of the 

bed which now contains the skeleton.) 

Physician:  (To audience) I spoke with M. Valdemar about his impending fate; of the 

experiment and (with energy) he professed himself quite willing, nay anxious 

that it was done.  He commanded me to begin at once. 

(Stage lights up again, just dimly enough for atmosphere but so that the 

bed and Physician are visible to the audience.  The Physician stands 

behind the bed and all the while, moves his hands about Valdemar’s head.  

The fact the subject is now a skeleton for the big reveal at the end of the 

scene, should not be known to the audience, so the head of the bed should 

be lowered from its previous position.) 

Physician:  Your honour, I now relate to the notes made by the Doctors there present 

when I began the experiment. 

Doctor 1:  (Making notes) I wrote it all down your honour.  The entire horror; the terror 

of it all. 



Doctor 2:  And I remember the Physician asking the subject if he was entirely willing for 

the experiment to commence, to mesmerise him in his then condition. 

Doctor 1:  He replied feebly 
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Doctor 2:  Yet audibly 

Doctor 1:  ‘Yes, I wish to be mesmerised’ 

Physician:  – adding, ‘I fear you have waited too long’ 

Doctor 2:  And so the experiment began 

(Lighting dims to reflect the now tense mood.  A low drone could play 

over the PA, something to increase the tension) 

Physician:  With the first lateral stroke of my hand across his forehead he was induced.  

The agony he had displayed previous had now gone yet he still breathed.  I 

proceeded without hesitation, gazing directly into the right eye of the sufferer, 

whose gaze did not shift and although it looked stricken with panic, it 

remained still. 

Doctor 1:  His pulse could not be measured 

Doctor 2:  His breathing barely perceptible 

Doctor 1:  – and then, after quarter of an hour, it came. 

Doctor 2:  Valdemar passed 

(Lights fade down. SFX. Thunder.  Lights flicker and come back up) 

Physician:  The patient turned cold but in his wakeful eye, an uneasy expression of inward 

searching, like that of a sleepwalker. 

Doctor 1:  The patient was quite passed on, yet the Physician caused the eye to flicker 

Doctor 2:  The eye to close 

(Lights fade off.  Spotlight on the Judge.) 

Judge:   The facts Sir, only the facts 

(Lights down on judge, stage lights fade back up, centre stage) 

Doctor 1:  I can assure you that this account is quite factual. 
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Doctor 2:  In fact, come midnight, Valdemar was in an unusually perfect state of 

mesmeric trance. 
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Doctor 1:  I resolved to stay with the patient all night whilst my colleague took leave, to 

return at day break.  I can say that Valdemar was not dead; three hours hence 

his breathing was only just perceptible, measured by a mirror to the lips, no 

discernable pulse, unmoved, eyes closed, limbs rigid and cold as marble. Not 

dead. 

Physician:  I hazarded a conversation with the subject.  M. Valdemar, are you asleep? 

Doctor 1:  He did not answer at first 

Doctor 2:  But – 

Physician:  There was a tremor in his lips so I repeated the question.  Are you asleep? Are 

you asleep? Are you asleep? 

Doctor 1:  His entire frame shivered ever so slightly 

Doctor 2:  The eyelids trembled and the lips moved slowly and from between them – 

(Valdemar’s voice should emanate from the PA system, if possible have 

an effect applied to it which gives an eerie or ethereal impression.  It 

should be slow and disturbing, possibly guttural.) 

Valdemar:  Yes. I am asleep now. Do not wake me. Let me die so! 

Physician:  Do you still feel pain, Valdemar? 

Valdemar:  No pain. I am dying. 

Physician:  I let him be and nothing more was done until morning. 

Doctor 1:  Astonished that the subject was still living I asked that the Physician spoke to 

the sleep-waker once more your honour. 

Physician:  M. Valdemar, do you still sleep? 

Valdemar:  Yes; still asleep -- dying. 

(Lights down, spotlight up on Judge.) 

Judge:  Physician, we are no closer to discovering how M. Valdemar ended up being – 

Physician:  Your honour 
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(Lights down on Judge, spotlight on Physician upstage.  Physician speaks 

gravely into the audience) 

Physician:  The eyes rolled open; the pupils disappeared upwards, the skin turned to 

parchment and what life there was left, seemed to be extinguished like a 

candle flame. While death seemed to have claimed the man, his jaw fell open, 

his lips writhed away from the teeth and revealed a blackened tongue. 

(Doctor 1 moves into the spot light to accentuate Physician’s point) 

Doctor 1:  I am accustomed to death-bed horrors but so hideous and beyond conception 

was M. Valdemar’s appearance, we all shrunk back from the bed.  

(Doctor 2 moves into the spotlight) 
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Doctor 2:  The tongue began to spasm and from the motionless jaw came a voice. Harsh. 

Doctor 1:  Broken 

Physician:  Hollow 

Doctor 2:  No similar sound has ever met the human ear 

Doctor 1:  Like it had come from a distant cavern in the earth 

Physician:  An unearthly sound; a sound to the ear much as gelatinous matters impress the 

sense of touch.  I had asked him if he slept 

(Valdemar’s voice through the PA system should now take on a much 

more sinister and weird treatment, coming as it is from the ‘afterlife’.) 

Valdemar:  Yes; -- No; -- I have been sleeping -- and now -- now -- I am dead. 

Physician:  None present tried to repress the unutterable and shuddering horror which 

these few words conveyed.  

Doctor 1:  For an hour, none of us spoke to one another and in any case, we spent most of 

the time trying to revive my colleague who had fainted. 

Doctor 2:  Once I had recovered, we addressed the condition of the patient once more. 

Physician:  No breath on the mirror; no blood could we draw from the arm and no other 

movement was visible save for the blackened tongue. 

Doctor 1:  It seemed to be attempting reply but no longer had sufficient volition 

(Lights up on Judge) 
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Judge:  Dead? Yet still talking?  

Doctor 1:  None but the Physician who held under the mesmeric spell could affect 

Valdemar into making sense.  When I or my colleague asked a question, the 

reply was unintelligible. 

Judge:  What more of the tale to explain how the patient was discovered? 

(Lights down on Judge) 
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Physician:  The patient remained in the same condition for some time.  We talked of 

awakening him but could not find good purpose.  It was evident that death had 

been arrested by the mesmeric process.  Awakening him would only serve to 

bring that final moment. 

Doctor 1:  We made daily calls for around seven months and the patient remained exactly 

the same.  

(Spotlight only on the bed where Valdemar is lying.  All other actors are 

now in darkness) 

Physician:  It was on Friday last that we decided we should awaken him.  It is the 

unfortunate result of this which has given rise to this (Pauses) case. 

 (The Physician moves to the head of the bed and appears in the spotlight) 

Physician:  I made my customary passes (he passes his hands over the head of the 

subject) but for a time these were unsuccessful.  After a moment, I saw an iris 

begin to descend accompanied by a profuse outflowing of yellow liquid from 

beneath the lids.  I questioned the patient again – M. Valdemar, can you 

explain to us what are your feelings or wishes now? 

Doctor 1:  (Stepping bedside into the spotlight) Colour returned to his cheeks and the 

tongue rolled violently beyond the open jaw. 

Valdemar:   (Hideously, disturbingly) For God’s sake! Quick! Quick! Put me to sleep or 

awaken me! I say to you that I am dead! 

(Lights up on the stage.  The doctors look terrified, staring at the bed 

where the patient lies) 

Physician:  I was completely unmoved you understand; more unsure what to do than 

unnerved. And so, I attempted to awaken the patient.  (He moves his hands 

above the patients head) I tried for a moment and soon realised that I would 
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be successful; or at least that my success would be complete not long.  I am 

sure that all present were prepared to see the patient awaken. 

(Lights down. Spotlight on the bed.  The doctors and the Physician move 

out of the light to a dark part of the stage so they cannot be seen.  Only 

the bed and the patient should now be visible to the audience) 

Physician:   (Gravely)  For what really occurred, however, it is quite impossible that any 

human being could have been prepared. 

Valdemar:  (With echo or some ethereal style effect) Dead! 

Physician:  I made passes, mesmeric passes 

Valdemar:  Dead! 

Physician:  His voice bursting from the tongue and not from the lips 

Valdemar:  Dead! 

Physician:  His skin about the entire frame at once, within the space of a single moment 

Valdemar:  Dead! 

Physician:  Crumbled, rotted away to reveal - 

(The bed tips up, the sheets fall away to reveal a skeleton or, depending 

on the nature of the production, an actor in ‘zombie’ make-up) 

Valdemar:  (Loudly, to shock the audience) DEAD! 

(Lights flash as lightning. SFX. Thunder. Lights off and tabs closed. The 

thunder crack should be allowed to continue then fade out a few seconds 

after the tabs close) 
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